This paper develops a Ricardian trade model that accounts for the empirically observed positive relation between the extensive margin of a bilateral trade ‡ow (measured as the number of goods categories with positive volumes) and per-capita incomes of trading partners. We incorporate non-homothetic consumer behavior into the Eaton and Kortum (2002) model of international trade. The central mechanism is that richer agents …nd it optimal to consume a broader set of varieties, which leads to a positive relation of per-capita income of the importer and the extensive margin. The positive e¤ect of exporter per-capita income, corresponding to the standard model, comes from the fact that technologically advanced countries are the cheapest suppliers for many varieties. In the empirical part we structurally estimate the model and argue that we capture the key features of the data. For example the importer income elasticity of the extensive margin is 0.54 in the data, whereas our model produces an elasticity of 0.56 (in contrast to -0.33 in the standard model). Having estimated the model we perform a number of counterfactual experiments with a particular emphasis on per-capita income, income distribution, and the extensive margin of trade.
Introduction
The extensive margin of bilateral trade ‡ows is positively correlated with the per-capita incomes of the trading partners. for the exporter per-capita income. Further below we discuss several papers documenting these …ndings in depth.
The Ricardian framework proposed by Eaton and Kortum (2002) (henceforward EK) is generally used to understand the aggregate volumes of bilateral trade ‡ows. However, the probability that a particular country is the supplier of a variety in a given market is an endogenous model outcome and a natural theoretical counterpart to the extensive margin of a bilateral trade ‡ow. 2 In the EK model a technologically advanced country gets on average good productivity draws and is therefore an active supplier for a relatively broad set of varieties. At the same time good productivity draws imply high factor productivies and therefore high per-capita incomes. I.e. the model predicts the positive correlation of per-capita income of the exporter and the extensive margin that we observe in the data. A technologically advanced importer however will produce many varieties locally, because he gets on average good productivity draws and does not have to bear transportation costs when suppling his own market. This implies a negative correlation between importer per-capita income and the extensive margin, which is at odds with the data.
The present paper introduces non-homothetic consumer behavior into the EK model. When experiencing changes in income agents then not only adjust the quantities of each variety that they already consume, but also the number of di¤erent varieties that are consumed -i.e. the extensive margin of consumption varies with income. In the general equilibrium the negative e¤ect described above is still present, but it is dominated by the positive income e¤ect due to the non-homothetic preferences and we thus get a positive relation of both, importer and exporter per-capita incomes, and the extensive margin of a bilateral trade ‡ow. 1 In our sample we have 175 countries. For expositional clarity we randomly split the sample in 4 subsamples and show only the result for the subsample including the USA. The other three subsamples exhibit the same patterns as can seen from the regression including all countries reported in Tables 1a. 2 This has been noted by Debaere and Mostashari (2005) .
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The model has two nice features that we use in the estimation. First, we show that due to the competitive markets the aggregate volumes of bilateral trade ‡ows are independent of the exact form of the preferences. Second, in terms of aggregate bilateral volumes our model is observationally equivaluent to the standard EK model, whereas it di¤ers with respect to the extensive margin of bilateral trade due to the non-homothetic preferences. This suggests an intuitive two stage estimation procedure. On the …rst stage we estimate the supply side parameters using the volumes as moment. Due to the two properties just mentioned the resulting estimates are the same one gets from estimating the standard model. On the second stage we then estimate the preference parameter taking the extensive margin of bilateral trade as the moment and using the estimates from the …rst stage. This approach allows us the clearly see how much we gain by our extension.
In terms of volumes the performance of our model is by construction identical to the EK model, but for the extensive margin of trade ‡ows we signi…cantly improve. This can be seen nicely by comparing the data generated by the models to the real world data. For example the model's elasticity of the extensive margins with respect to the importer per-capita incomes is 0:56, whereas the corresponding elasticity in the data is 0:54 -note that we do not directly target this elasticity in the estimation. In the standard model the importer income elasticity is is strongly negative with 0:33. Similar improvements follow for the income elasticity of the multilateral import margini.e. the number of varieties that are not locally produced -and the average number of varieties traded between rich countries vs. the average number traded between poor countries. In other words our extension to the EK model introduces only one additional parameter -the preference parameter -and gets a very good …t for the extensive margin. At the same time the model preseves the tractability and good performance of the standard model in terms of aggregate volumes.
Having estimated the structural parameters of the model we perform two of counterfactual experiments. First, we consider the e¤ects of global decreases in transportation costs and show that the standard model strongly underestimates the rising extensive.margins of trade as it does not account for the additional set of goods that agents choose consume due to their higher income.
Second, we consider the rise of China and India and the e¤ects on the structure of international trade.
In terms of theory this paper builds on the new Ricardian framework introduced by EK and the analysis of this model provided by Alvarez and Lucas (2006 The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the theoretical model and describes the equilibrium. To better understand the model we will then provide a closed form example. In section 3 we estimate the model and discuss the quantitative properties of the model.
In section 4 we then present the results of the counterfactual experiments. Section 5 concludes.
The Model
We start this section by separately describing the modelling and the corresponding optimal behavior of the demand and supply side. In a next step we will describe the general equilibrium. In order to get more intuition we will then discuss a special case for which we can derive closed form solutions.
Consumer Behavior. Agents maximize a symmetric additively separable utility function
p (j) x (j) dj and the non-negativity constraints x (j) 0 8 j: The subutility function satis…es v 0 (x) > 0, v 00 (x) < 0, and v 0 (0) < 1: The crucial assumption is the …nite marginal utility of consuming additional varieties v 0 (0) implying that the non-negativity constraint is potentially binding. In this case the …rst order conditions for a variety j are given by
where is the Lagrange multiplier. As the varieties enter the utility function symmetrically , agents simply order the varieties increasing in the prices and then choose up to which price they still want to consume a positive amount. If the price distribution is represented by a cdf G (p) we can use the cdf to reindex the varieties
such that p (j) < p (i) for j < i. From the …rst order conditions (1) we know the price p (M ) at which the non-negativity constraint just becomes binding,
M is the index of this marginal variety and de…nes the extensive margin of consumption, i.e. the fraction of totally available varieties that is consumed in positive quantities. The price distribution can be used to
For the varieties j < M the …rst order condition de…nes the Marshallian demand
Combining above deliberations with the budget constraint and making the change of variable p =
px ( p) g (p) dp:
implicitely de…ning the marginal utility of income . Knowing we can solve for the extensive margin of consumption M and the optimal quantities of the varieties j < M .
Parametrization of v (x)
In order to be able to estimate the model lateron we need to make some functional assumptions on v (x). The model is particularly tractable for the subclass of the
, and D = 1 we get quadratic preferences 3 , for which the model is easy to solve and estimate. The disadvantage 3 In the trade context there are two classes of models to mention that also use some form of quadratic preferences. The …rst class are the general oligopolistic equilibrium models (GOLE) models proposed by Neary (see for example Neary (2009) and Eckel and Neary (2009) ) that feature quadratic preferences whose linear demand function make the oligopoly problem particularly tractable. However, typically the authors rule out binding non-negativity constraints as they focus on the oligopolistic interaction rather than the role of per-capita income and this then impedes the e¤ects this paper is about. The second class of models (see for example Melitz and Ottaviano (2008)) uses quadratic preferences nested in a quasi-linear utility function as proposed Ottaviano and Thisse (1999) . This framework is usually used to assess the trade related e¤ects on markups. However, the presence of a numéraire good rules out income e¤ects. Moreover binding non-negativity constraints are usually ruled out by assumption.
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is that saturation emerges as v 0 (B) = 0, which indroduces an unnecessary complication in the estimation. Therefore we use Stone-Geary preferences, A = 1, B > 0, and D < 0, where we do not have to worry about saturation. Note that the empirical performance of the model is very similar for quadratic and Stone-Geary preferences. Another advantage of the Stone-Geary form is that for B = 0 the preferences become the standard CES preferences.
The general form of Stone-Geary preferences is v (x) = ( x + x (j))
and x > 0: However, we show in the appendix that the additional explanatory power due to StoneGeary's additional degree of freedom is extremely small and we therefore choose = 1, which will yield particularly simple expressions. Thus the subutility function is
as for this case the expressions become particularily simple. The extensive margin of consumption is then given by
and the Lagrange multiplier is de…ned by
pg (p) dp:
As a next step we look at the supply side where the country speci…c price distributions G n (p) will be determined.
Production. The production technology exhibits constant returns to scale and uses only labor 4 as an input. Labor is perfectly mobile within countries, but immobile across countries, i.e. every country i has a speci…c wage rate w i . The production technology in country i for variety j is shifted with a country-variety speci…c productivity z i (j) : Thus the unit costs are w i =z i (j). Assuming perfect competition and Samuelsonian iceberg transportation costs 5 (d ni is the amount of goods that need to be shipped in i in order for one unit to arrive in country n) the price at which country i o¤ers variety j in country n is
Technological heterogeneity. Technological heterogeneity is modelled as in EK. We assume that country i's productivity for variety j, z i (j), is the realization of a Fréchet distributed random
In di¤erent economic applications in particular …nance this kind of preferences is widely used. Foellmi and Zweimüller (2006) use the preferences also due to the binding non-negativity constraint. 4 This assumption can readily be relaxed and we could allow for multiple input factors. Moreover, some (up to all) inputes can be internationally mobile. However, for the sake of expositional simplicity we consider only one input factor. 5 As standard in the literature we assume that the triangle inequality d ni d li d nl holds for all countries i; l; n:
where T i is country speci…c and governs absolute advantage. is common to all countries and regulates the global variability in e¢ ciency draws and therewith the gains from trade realized by comparative advantages.
We normalize the product space to one and consider a country n that consumes a measure M n 1 of all available varieties. M n will be endogenized in the next section. Given the assumptions made up to now, a number of well known EK results directly follows (the appendix outlines the formal derivation of these results together with a quick review of an innovation process delivering Fréchet distributed productivities).
i. The price at which country i o¤ers a variety j in country n is a Fréchet distributed random variable
ii. The probability that country i is the cheapest supplier of variety j in country n is given by
ni is also the measure of varieties for which country i is the cheapest supplier in country n:
iii. The minimal price on o¤er for variety j in country n itself is again a Fréchet distributed random variable
also represents the distribution of the lowest prices across goods in country n.
iv. The measure of varieties produced in i and actually consumed in n is given by
We shall call m ni the extensive margin of the trade ‡ow from country i to country n:
The Equilibrium
In the general equilibrium …rms price according to (2) and consumers behave as implied by (1) .
The equilibrium then pins down a set of country speci…c wage rates and extensive margins of 7 consumption fw n ; M n g N n=1 . We will show that the equilibrium exists and that it is unique. For now we consider homogenous agents each endowed with one unit of labor, i.e. the equilibrium income of agents in country n is given by w n :
The Volume of Bilateral Trade Flows An agent in country n observes the price distribution G n (p) and allocates his expenditures according to (1) over the di¤erent varieties. Optimality and the assumption of non-saturation implies that he spends his total income w n : Because the productivity draws are iid across di¤erent varieties the varieties that origin from a given country i are evenly distributed over all varieties consumed. But this then implies that the share of expenditures going to country i is just equal to ni : We show this formally in the Appendix. Denoting country n's population size with L n then implies that the aggregate volume of the trade ‡ow from i to n is
i.e. our model delivers exactly the same prediction with respect to volume as does the standard EK model. In particular the result is independent of the preference parameters as long as the draws are iid across varieties.
Separation of Demand and Supply Side
An important feature of our model is the fact that due to the competitive environment the equilibrium wage rates are independent of the demand structure. To see this, consider country i's balance of payments
By adding X i i on both sides the right hand side becomes country i's aggregate expenditure, which in equilibrium must be equal to total labor income w i L i : Using (3) on the right hand side we then can write
In the Appendix we show that for given states of technologies
, and comparative advantage parameter there is a unique set of equilibrium wage rates that satis…es simultaneously all countries'(4). In other words the model exhibits a certain separation of the demand and supply side that is a very convenient feature of the model when it comes to estimating the model. Note that for example monopolistic competition with non-homothetic preferences would not exhibit this separation, as the optimal markup varies with the demand structure, i.e. we have feedback e¤ects from income on the production decision and via the implied labor productivity back on income.
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The Extensive Margin of Bilateral Trade Flows. However, when it comes to the extensive margin, the demand side matters of course. In the appendix we show that country n's extensive margin of consumption is implicitly de…ned by
where (z; t) = R t t=0 t z 1 e t dt represents the incomplete Gamma function. I.e. the equilibrium measure of varieties consumed in country n is a function of the per capita income w n , the preference parameter x, and the local price distribution G n ( ) ; which in turn is driven by the global distribution of states of technologies fT i g N i=1 , the transportation costs matrix fd ni g n;i , the variability of the productivity draws ; and the equilibrium wage rates
Note that M n is unique as (5) follows from maximizing a concave objective function over a convex constraint.
Using property iv. from above we get the equilibrium extensive margin of the trade ‡ow from i to n as
Here, we already see how the extensive margin of the trade ‡ow from i to n depends on the technologies and therefore the per-capita incomes in these two countries. A better technology in the exporting country i implies a higher ni and a slightly higher M n as the price distribution in country n shifts towards the origin. Better technology and therefore higher per-capita income in the importing country n implies a higher extensive margin of consumption M n and at the same time a lower ni as the measure of varieties that are produced cheapest in country n increases. In the estimated model it turns out that the latter e¤ect is dominated by the former, i.e. we get the positive correlation between per-capita income and extensive margin that is in the data.
A Closed Form Example
The novel feature of our model is the extensive margin of consumption. In what follows we set = 1, i.e. the productivities are now exponentially distributed, which will allow us to do some comparative statics to sharpen our intuition of the model in particular with respect to the extensive margin. In the appendix we show that for = 1 the budget restriction (5) can be written as
and we see directly thatthat the equilibrium extensive margin of consumption rises with w n n = x:
Now for sake of simplicity we consider N symmetric countries, i.e. the indices are redundant and we can normalize the income to one. is then given by = T = (1 + (N 1) d) : Higher states of technology T or lower transportation d lead to a higher and thus a higher extensive margin of consumption. The intuition is that both changes imply that labor becomes more productive and therefore real income rises. This in turn makes the agents adjust their consumption on both the intensive and the extensive margin. In the general equilibrium trade the extensive margin of bilateral trade ‡ows then is not only rising due to lower transportation costs or better technology respectively, but also because the set on varieties that are actually consumed increases. A higher
x implies a lower equilibrium extensive margin. The reason for this is that the higher x the lower the utility from consuming additional varieties.
Finally, we consider the e¤ect of di¤erences in per-capita income and restrict our attention to two countries, N = 2. From (6) follows that the country with the higher n w n exhibits the higher equilibrium extensive margin of consumption. Using the balance of payments we show in the appendix that T i > T n implies i w i > n w n : This con…rms the intuition that if we have two countries that are geographically equally remote the country with the higher state of technology has the higher per-capita income and therefore the higher extensive margin of consumption.
Empirical Analysis
In this section we estimate our model and quantitatively assess its performance in explaining the extensive margin of the bilateral trade ‡ows. The theoretical model makes predictions about two key moments of bilateral trade ‡ows -the extensive margin and the volume. For readability we repeat the respective equations. Volumes are governed by
and the extensive margin is determined by
where the following equations hold
Estimation Procedure
A natural and intuitive approach to estimating this model is to apply a two stage procedure. In the …rst stage we use (7) to get estimates for the technology parameters T i and the transportation costs d ni (we will see that we are not able to separately identify and therefore take it from EK).
This then allows us to calculate the implied n . We then can use them in the second stage to estimate the preference parameter x by targeting the extensive margins of bilateral trade ‡ows. In the following we describe the two stages in detail. In the results section we will brie ‡y discuss the results from simulaneously estimating all parameters.
First Stage. On the …rst stage we want to estimate the model parameters that govern the bilateral trade volumes. Our model behaves similar to EK in terms of volumes, i.e. the results of the …rst stage are at the same time also estimates for the standard model. We use the estimation procedure proposed by Fieler (2009). As seen above the unique set of equilibrium wage rates is de…ned by
w n L n holding for all countries i = 1; :::; N: But this also implies that knowing the wage rates
, and the trade costs matrix
would allow us to solve for the unique set of absolute advantage parameters fT i g N i=1 that are consistent with these wage rates. In the data we directly observe the population sizes. Moreover, following Fieler (2009) we take per-capita income as a proxy for wages and model the transportation costs as a function of the usual proxies
where S ni is an indicator taking the value of L if n and i share a common language and one otherwise. B ni and F ni are similar indicators for common border and membership in the same free-trade agreement. 6 In principle we would also like to estimate , however as always occurs as the power to d k n we cannot separately identify and the level of the transportation cost parameters. Therefore we choose to …x at EK's preferred level = 8:28.
7 So, in the …rst stage we seek to
6 Due to the quadratic term it is possible that for high ni and negative 2 the transportation costs are falling in distance. We avoid this by modelling ni in the following way
if 2 < 0: 7 We will report the estimates for di¤erent and it indeed turns out that whereas the estimates for the other parameters change the explanatory power of our model is not a¤ected by the di¤erent levels of .
We de…ne our point estimate for the parameter vector^ aŝ
where X ni are the aggregate bilateral trade ‡ows in 2000 and X ni ( ) are the ‡ows predicted by the model. L ( ) is a quadratic loss function
with ! ni a weight to be speci…ed. Choosing ! ni = 1 would imply giving big countries particular weight as big countries trade a low and therefore we have potentially big errors for these countries.
To avoid this we normalize the errors (X ni X ni ( )) with the economic mass of the trading partners and choose
Note that we normalized the loss function by the uncentered second moment such that the loss function tells us how much of the total variation in the data cannot be explained with the model.
The algorithm for the nummerical implementation of our estimation procedure is the following 8 :
1. Start with an initial guess
and use them to compute the corresponding
3. We then plug them into (7) to get the implied trade ‡ows We estimate it by targeting the extensive margins of bilateral trade ‡ows. In the …rst stage …nding the empirical counterpart of the model moment was straight forward and intuitive -we simply took aggregate trade volume as implied by the model. However, de…ning the empirical counterpart to the moment of the second stage -the extensive margin -is less obvious. We will describe our measure of the extensive margin in detail in the data subsection. However, given that we have a measure for the extensive margin of a bilateral trade ‡ow, we still need to scale this measure to make it comparable with the model. The reason is that in our model the extensive margin of bilateral trade ‡ows is measured relative to the unit interval of potential varieties. However, there can be a set of 8 The corresponding FORTRAN routine is available upon request from the author.
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varieties that is not actuall produced (1 max fM n g). In the data do not observe this extensive margin relative to potential varieties, but only relative to produced and traded varieties. In order to make the data's and the model's extensive margins comparable we choose to normalize the bilateral trade ‡ows with the multilateral import margin of the US m U S , i.e. the measure of varieties that is imported in the US.
We de…ne our point estimate for x as
whereas L ( ) is again a quadratic loss function
and^ is the vector of parameter estimates from the …rst stage. ! ni are country pair speci…c weights.
In the baseline we choose ! ni = 1 for all k and n, i.e. we give all country pairs equal weight. Again the loss function is normalized with the uncentered second moment of the data such that its value represents the fraction of total variation that is explained by our model. . Plugging them into (9) we can solve for every country's extensive margin of consumption fM n g N n=1 for a given preference parameters x and . Using these we can then compute the implied bilateral trade ‡ows via (8) and get thus the value of the loss function for this particular x. We iterate over x to …nd the point estimate b
x that minimize the loss function.
Simultaneous Estimation The advantage of the two step estimator is that it is very intuitive as the …rst stage corresponds to the standard model and the second stage therefore gives us directly a feeling of how much we gain with our extension by considering the di¤erence in the values of L em in the standard model and our new model. However, in terms of precision a simultaneous approach might be better as the two step estimator places only very small weight on information contained in the variation in the extensive margin. For the simultaneous estimator we mimimize a weighted average of the two loss functions
where 2 [0; 1] is a weight governing the relative importance of volumes vs. extensive margin. For Measuring the extenisve margin of bilateral trade is less obvious. A simple measure is to count the number of categories for which we observe positive volumes.
where j represents the HS6 categories, I [X ni (j) > 0] is an indicator function taking the value of one if country n has positive imports in category j from country i. One might worry that this approach neglects the fact that the goods categories are designed for customs use and highly regulated industries with many exceptions feature therefore much more categories than other industries although the number of varieties might be the same in both industries. In order to control for this we chould choose to weight the categories with their relative imporance in world trade and de…ne the extensive margin of bilateral trade as
where X (j) =X is the share of category j in global trade. 9 In the context of the EK model this measure is correct if the productivity draws are iid across HS6 categories such that within each category we have the same price distribution. The simple counting measure on the other hand would be corrects if the productivity draws are grouped together into the HS6 categories. The reality will lie somewhere between these two polar cases. However as the coe¢ cient of correlation between these two polar measures for the extensive margin of trade is 0:95 we are con…dent that this measurement problem is not too serious. In fact the results presented below are preserved when using the weighted measure.
In our sample we have 175 countries for which all data are available. Further details on the data can be found in the appendix. 9 Feenstra (1994) proposes a related measure for the extensive margin. However, his measure is directly derived from a homothetic utility function. Therefore his particular functional form does apply in our case and we choose the more ad-hoc measure proposed in the text. 14 
The Results
First Stage. We report the results of the …rst stage estimation in Table 2 . The value of the loss function is 0:57 across all , con…rming the fact that cannot be estimated using volumes as the moment. The reason is that the transportation costs are always to the power of and because we estimate the transportation costs themself we cannot separate the level of the transportation costs parameter from the level of .
Using the …rst stage results we construct estimates for n that will be used in the second stage. Remember that the extensive margin of bilateral trade is given by m ni = ni M n . Because in the standard model the extensive margin of consumption is always one, we can use our …rst stage estimates to construct the standard model's extensive margin of bilateral trade m ni j EK = ni = T i (w i d ni ) = n . By incorporating non-homothetic demand our model endogenizes M n . By comparing our model's m ni to m ni j EK we can then assess how much we gain by introducing the additional preference parameter x.
Second Stage. The results of the second stage are reported in Table 3 . Using the extensive margins implied by the standard model the value of the loss function is 2:54, i.e. the model performs much worse than a model prediction no trade at all. Introducing non-homothetic preferences and therewith one additional parameter x brings the value of the loss function down to 0:78, which is a very signi…cant improvement. In other words our new model can explain with only one parameter 22% of the total variation in the extensive margin of bilateral trade ‡ows. 10 Another way to assess the performance of our model is to compare moments of the data to the ones generated by our model. For that purpose we run the same regression cited in the introduction using the model data. The resulting coe¢ cients are reported in Table 4b for = 8:28. Table 4a compares the coe¢ cients of per-capita income generated by our model to the coe¢ cient in the data and the ones coming from the standard model. For the exporter per-capita gdp both models perform similar and generate elasticities of 0:67 compared to 0:87 in the data. For the importer per-capita income however, the EK model produces a strong negative elasticity ( 0:33), whereas our model generates a positive elasticity of 0:55 that is very close to the data's 0:54. Remember that we did not target these coe¢ cients when estimating the model. For di¤erent the estimated exporter income elasticities barely change. Also the importer income elasticities of the EK model remain constant at 0:33, whereas the importer elasticities of our model change somewhat being closest to the data for between 6 and 9.
To further understand the mechanics of the model consider Figure 3 plotting the estimated extensive margin of consumption against per-capita income. The relation is increasing and slightly concave. But the relation is not perfect, because for given per-capita income countries have di¤erent extensive margins of consumption due to being more or less remote. We consider further moments of the data and the model in the following section.
Simulataneous Estimations Instead of the two stage procedure proposed above we now simultaneously estimate the model parameters. Table 6 reports the parameter estimates associated with the weights ( ) 0:0, 0:25, 0:5, 0:75, and 1:0:
11 We see that there is a trade of between matching the volumes and matching the extensive margin of bilateral trade. The more weight we place on the extensive margin, the lower 0 , 1 , and 2 . The e¤ects of the border, language, and free trade agreement dummies also vanish, whereas x becomes lower such that for w = 0:25 and w = 0:0 10
and 27 countries consume all available varieties (for w = 0:5 and higher we do not have any country consuming all varieties). Table 7 reports the elasticities of the extensive margin of bilateral trade with respect to importer and exporter income. The importer income elasticity remains very close to the empirical elasticity for w 0:5, whereas the exporter income elasticity gets closer to the elasticity observed in the data for smaller w.
Another intersting moment is the ratio of the average extensive margin of trade among the richest x% of countries vs. the average among the poorest x%. Table 8 reports thje respective results. Whereas the EK model predicts much too small ratios, our model's ratios are somewhat too high, but get closer to the data for lower w.
A third interesting moment is the multilateral import margin, i.e. the number of HS6 categories for which we observe a positive import ‡ow from at least one country. The elasticity of this moment with respect to importer per-capita gdp is 0:14 in the data. However, as can be seen from Figure   4 there seems to be top-censoring as many countries do reach the maximum of 5108 varieties.
Therefore we think that the maginitude of the elasticity is less informative. However, it is clear that there is a positive relation between multilateral import margin and per-capita income. As can be seen from Table 9 our model generates this positive relation, but the elasticities are too high. Note however, that the standard model predicts a negative elasticity of 0:18: The reason for this negative sign is that the multilateral extensive margin of imports in the standard model is (1 nn ), whereas nn is rising country n's technology T n and thus also with per-capita income. In our model the multilateral extensive margin is (1 nn ) M n -the e¤ect from the standard model is still present, but dominated by the positive correlation of per-capita income and the extensive margin of consumption M n :
Finally, it is interesting to note that the relation between the estimated extensive margin of consumption and per-capita income becomes more concave for less weight on L vol as can be seen from Figure 5 . The reason for this is the x-estimate that is falling with w, i.e. the lower w the higher the estimated marginal utility in the origin and therefore the stronger the reaction of the 1 1 For the weight 1:0 we actually chose w = 0:99 in order to get an estimate for the preference parameter.
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extensive margin of consumption on changes in income.
Counterfactual Experiments
In this section we perform a number of counterfactual experiments. The objective of these experiments is not so much making quantitative predictions, but to further understand the workings of our model. In each case we start with the economy as estimated in the previous section, i.e. we take the estimations for the transportation cost parameters and the preference parameters x and together with the states of technology fT i g N i=1 that lead to the equilibrium wage rates that correspond to the ones we observe in reality and then modify the parameters of interest. We use the results from the simultaneous estimation with = 8:28:
Transportation Costs
A …rst potentiall interesting counterfactual experiment are global reductions in transportation costs.
In the standard model the extensive margin of bilateral trade reacts due to supply side e¤ects -lower transportation costs make trade worthwhile for more varieties, i.e. the extensive margin of trade will expand. In our model we have an additional demand side e¤ect coming from the fact that lower transportation costs increase labor productivity and therewith wages. Because the agents have higher per-capita incomes they will expand their extensive margin of consumption which in turn a¤ects the extensive margin of trade positively. To get a feeling of the quantitative size of this additional e¤ect we take the estimated model and uniformly decrease transportation costs by 10, 20, 50 percent. For the 50%-reduction all countries'transportation costs hit the lower bound of 1, i.e. we are in a perfectly integrated world. Thus we will call this case freetrade. Besides the reductions in transportation costs we also compare the status quo with autarky. Under autarky a country cannot bene…t from other countries' technologies and n reduces to n = T n (w n ) :
Plugging this into (9) de…nes us country n's extensive margin of consumption under autarky M n j
In the status quo world trade's share of total world gdp is 20:5% (data: 18:6%). Lowering transportation costs increases the share to 33:2%, 49:0%, and 88:5% for the 10%-, 20%-reduction, and freetrade respectively. Figures 6 and 7 plot the absolute and the relative changes in the extensive margin of consumption due to a 20% trade costs reduction against the initial per-capita income.
Whereas in relative terms the countries with the lowest intitial extensive margin of consumption gain most, the relation is hump shaped for the absolute gains, as the richest countries initially already consuming most varieties. It is interesting to see that there is a considerable heterogeneity in the relation between change and initial per-capita income. This comes from di¤erences in the remoteness of the countries and the associated di¤erences in the e¤ect of trade cost reductions on n : For the 10%-reduction and free trade we observe similar qualitatively similar e¤ects. These e¤ects together with the e¤ect of going from the status quo to autarky are summarized in Table   10 (relative changes) and Table 11 (absolute changes). Note that we observe the lowest changes always for rich countries such as Japan, USA, Norway, and Switzerland. In particular their extenisve margin of consumption barely reacts, i.e. the only adjustments in their consumption plans occurs on the intensive margins. The countries with the strongest reactions are mostly African countries for the relative changes and small islands for the absolute changes. The median countries are generally Asian or Latin-American middle income economies.
We now turn to the reactions of the extensive margin of bilateral trade ‡ows. Table 12 summarizes the relative changes. For the largest changes our model and the EK model make similar predictions as these are changes between rich countries that already consume almost all varieties.
However, for all other country pairs the predictions of our model and the EK model largely di¤er.
The EK model predicts consistently lower changes as it neglects the adjustments on the extensive margin of consumption.
To summarize, this counterfactual experiment shows clearly that if one considers a set of countries with large di¤erences in technologies and therefore per-capita incomes, one needs to account for the adjustments on the extensive margin of consumption, when thinking about the reaction of the number of traded varieties to changes in transportation costs.
The Rise of China and India
A second interesting counterfactual experiment is the analysis of how global trade patterns, in particular the extensive margin of trade, react to a continued rise of China and India. One of the most important global trends of the past decades is the emergence of these two countries and the associated increase in per-capita income in China and India. Therefore we consider technology improvements in China and India that imply similar rises in per-capita incomes relative to the rest of the world as we observed over the last 15 years, i.e. 250% for China and 170% for India and use our estimated model to assess the global e¤ects on the extensive margin of consumption and patterns of trade. During this period both countries' extensive margins of imports and exports increased very substantially (on the bilateral and on the multilateral level).
Technological advances in China and India have the direct e¤ect that these countries are the cheapest suppliers for a broader set of varieties and therefore have broader extensive margins in their exports. Our model predicts that the average extensive margin of exports rises by 73% for China and 33% for India. The numbers predicted by the standard model are very similar, albeit slightly smaller, which is due to the fact that in the standard model the other countries do not increase their extensive margin of consumption. In our model the rest of the world slightly increases the extensive margin of consumption as the technological improvement in China and India lowers the price distribution in all countries. On average the other countries consume a 0:1% broader set of varieties. For poor countries close to India and China such as Nepal and Buthan we observe the stongest, albeit still small, reactions of around 0:5%. Whereas the extensive margins of rich countries such as the USA and Japan does not react at all. China and India themself on the other hand increase their extensive margin of consumption strongly by 93% for China and 63% for India.
This in turn a¤ects the extensive margins of their import ‡ows, where we estimate average increases of 34% for China and 28% for India. This starkly contrasts with the prediction of the standard model of decreases of 31% and 22% for China and India respectively, which is clearly at odds with the development of China's and India's trade ‡ows during the last 15 years. The reason for these contrasting predictions is that in the standard model China and India produce now more varieties locally due to the technological improvement, whereas in the new model this e¤ect is still present, but is dominated by the non-homothetic consumer behavior and the associated increase in the extensive margin of consumption. For the trade ‡ows between China and India our model …nally predicts increases of 224% for the ‡ow from China to India and 181% for the ‡ow from India to China. These predicted increases are about twice as high as what is predicted by the standard model (137% and 93% respectively). In both models the trade ‡ows between the rest of the world fall only slightly by around 1% (note that in our model they fall less due to the increase in the extensive margin of consumption in all countries).
All in all this counterfactual experiment demonstrates that the rise of China and India stongly a¤ects the trade ‡ows involving these two countries, but much less the other trade ‡ows, i.e. the multilateral e¤ects of technology shocks are relatively small in our model.
Conclusions
The growing interest in the extensive margin of trade ‡ows has led several economist to observe that the extensive margin is positively related to both importer and exporter per-capita income. Whereas the positive e¤ect of the exporter per-capita income is usually directly explained by productivity, the positive e¤ect of the importer income has been linked to some form of non-homothetic consumer behavior. However, this intuition has usually been more a conjecture than implemented in a rigorous 
Some Properties due to Fréchet Distributed Productivity Draws
In the following we outline the proofs for the properties i. -iv. stated in the main text.
Proof. The price on o¤er in country n for a variety j produced in i is a transformation of the random variable
But the last probability is just the probability that the productivity draw in i for variety j is below some z = w i d ni =p.
In the main text we assumed that this probability is Fréchet distributed with the parameters T i
and : Combining completes the proof. For later use we de…ne
Proof. The probability ni (j) that country i supplies country n with variety j is the probability that the realization of the random variable Z i (j) leads to a price P ni (j) that is lower than the realizations of all other countries. To start note that the probability that all countries s 6 = i have a price higher than p is
From i. we know the individual factors of the product. Inserting them yields
Heuristically, the probability ni (j) is now the weighted sum over all prices p, where as weights we use the probability that country i supplies j at a price below p. As we have a continuous price space the appropriate expression is the integral over the prices where we use the pdf of the prices o¤ered by i in n for variety j as weight
Pr h p min fP ns (j)g s6 =k i g ni (p) dp:
By taking the …rst derivative of the cdf from i. we get g ni (p) = p
Inserting this we can write
Solving the integral then completes the …rst part of the proof. As the draws are iid and we have a continuum of varieties this is also the measure of varieties produced in i and sold in n:
Proof. This cdf represents the probability the lowest price is below p or equally one minus the probability that all prices on o¤er are higher than p: As the prices are iid distributed this is just the product of the individual probabilities
Substituting in the expression for the individual probabilities derived above completes the …rst part of the proof. As the prices are iid across varieties this is also the distribution across varieties.
Proof. We assume that M n 1 and we order the varieties such that the varieties with j > M n are not demanded in positive quantities: Note that the event that country i is the supplier of variety j in country n is the realization of a Bernoulli random variable with f (1) = ni and f (0) = 1 ni for j < M n and f (0) = 1 for j > M n as these varieties are not consumed at all. The Bernoulli variable is iid across the di¤erent varieties j < M n : Therefore the measure m ni of varieties supplied from i to n is the expectation over the Bernoulli random variable given that j < M n , which is the expression stated in the main text.
An innovation process generating our Fréchet distribution
In progress. Follows EK book 6.3 Derivation of the expenditure share going to a given country Let H ni (p) denote the distribution of prices of country i producers in country n that are at the same time the lowest on o¤er in country n. The expenditures of a country n agent going to country k, E ni , then is
Now note that H ni (p) is given by
Inserting for G ni (p) and its derivative we …nd that H ni (p) = ni G n (p) and thus h ni (p) = ni = g n (p) : Now note that total expenditures of an country n agent in equilibrium are
But this then directly implies that the share of a country n agent's expenditures going to country i is given by E ni =E n = ni .
Unique solution to (4)
Claim 1 There is a unique set of wage rates for which (4) holds for all countries i = 1; :::; N:
Proof. This proof is inspired by Alvarez and Lucas (2006) . First we write (4) as an excess demand
where L i represents the supply of labor from country i and the …rst term on the left hand side is the global demand for labor from country i. For notational ease we de…ne w = (w 1 ; :::; w N )
We …rst show that this excess demand satis…es the …ve properties from Proposition 17.B.2 of MasColell, Whinston, and Green (1995).
i. Z (w) is continuos.
Trivial.
ii. Z (w) is homogeneous of degree zero.
iii. P N n=1 w n Z n (w) = 0 for all w. Follows if all agent's budget constraints hold with equality, which is the case given our non-saturation assumption.
iv. There is an s > 0 such that Z n (w) > s for all n and w.
As the …rst part of the excess demand is always non-negative we have s = max fL i g
v. If (w) n ! w, where p 6 = 0 and p l = 0 for some l, then max fZ 1 ((w) n ) ; :::; Z N ((w) n )g ! 1.
Follows from noting that Z i (w) ! 1 for w k ! 0:
Second, note that because these …ve properties hold, the existence of a solution to (4) is established with Proposition 17.C.1 from Mas-Colell, Whinston, and Green (1995).
Finally, note that
i.e. the gross substitution property holds. But using Proposition 17.F.3 from Mas-Colell, Whinston, and Green (1995) this implies together with the existence proof from above that there is a unique
that ensures that (4) holds for all countries i = 1; :::; N:
6.5 Derivation of equation (5) We take a country n agent's budget restriction and replace the Lagrange multiplier using
as implied by optimal consumption (1) to get
pg (p) dp
If we then insert the pdf of the Fréchet distribution we have
p n p 1 e np dp
!

:
Making the change of variable t = n p (therefore dt = n p 1 dp, p = (t= n )
we can write
Note that the integrals are incomplete Gamma functions, i.e.
Finally using the Fréchet distribution we can substitute for n p (M ) = log (1 M n ) to get equation (5).
6.6 Derivation of equation (6) For = 1 and by substituting in the integrals of the incomplete Gamma distributions we can write the equilibrium budget restriction (5) as
Integration by parts of the second integral yields
Inserting this into the budget restriction and solving the …rst integral then allows us to derive equation (6).
We choose w n an the numéraire and write w i = w and thus we want to show that i w > n . Using the expression for the it follows that i w > n if
Now consider the balance of payments ni = in , which can be written as
We now prove our claim by contradiction. First, we guess that w < 1: Thus the balance of payments would imply
which can be simpli…ed to T k =T n < w < 1, which is a contradiction. Next we guess w = 1. For this guess the balance of payments becomes T i =T n = 1, which again is a contradiction. Therefore it must be that w > 1: Now note that for w = T i =T n the left hand side of the balance of payments becomes 1, which is a contradiction as w > 1:Finally we guess that w > T i =T n and therefore 1=w < T n =T i implying for the balance of payments
which is another contradiction. Therefore the only remaining possibility is 1 < w < T i =T n , which then implies that indeed i w i > n w n :
A model with Intermediates
In progress.
Data Description
Bilateral Trade Flows In progress.
Per-capita Incomes and Population Sizes In progress.
Transportation Cost Proxies In progress. is a dummy taking the value one if the quintile refers to income. It turns out that 2 is not signi…cant, which is why we decide not to adjust the quintiles. 28 
Estimating the Model with Stone-Geary Utiliy
Instead of the one-parameter utility function used in the main text, one could use the more general Stone-Geary form
where x still governs the marginal utility in the origin and > 0 the curvature of the utility function and therewith the substiutability of the di¤erent varieties. Note that for = 1 we get the utility used in the main text. Combining the …rst order conditions of consumption, the budget constraint, and the country speci…c price distribution we get the following equation governing the extensive margin of consumption
As in the two stage estimation the …rst stage is independent of the particular preference speci…cation, we can use the …rst stage estimates from the main text. On the second stage we iterate over x and in order to …nd the point estimator de…ned by
where m ni ( x; ) =^ ni M ( x; ) and^ ni represents the …rst stage estimate for ni : However, it turns out that this minimization problem seems to exhibit a continuum of ( x; )-pairs as solutions (the values of the loss function vary only in the range of rounding errors), i.e. we cannot separately identify x and . This can be seen from Figure 8 plotting the value of the loss function against di¤erent ( x; )-pairs. In Figure 9 we show the grid together with the minima. 
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